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INTRODUCTION
Steven Brykman is a Anexinet Senior Mobile
Strategist and UX Architect with a proven record of
success helping countless Fortune 500 Enterprises
across all industry verticals determine the direction
of their mobile efforts.
Additionally, he co-founded Apperian, a Boston
based mobile technology startup. Prior to this he
was a Partner in his own L.A. design firm where
he helped the big studios define the direction
of their digital campaigns, websites and mobile
applications.
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ENTERPRISE MOBILE
PROGRAMS ARE GETTING
A LOT MORE COMPLEX
As the mobile landscape becomes increasingly complex with each passing year, a
Mobile Center of Excellence (MCOE) becomes a more critical component of your enterprise
mobile strategy, helping your organization avoid fragmented mobile projects and rogue apps—
the mobile equivalent of the “Wild West.” With an MCOE in place, your company can begin
to embrace mobile holistically, mitigate risk, ensure regulatory compliance and meet crossorganizational goals.
But a Mobile Center of Excellence is more than just the standardization of processes and tools—
it’s a centralized body that ensures all mobile initiatives are in-keeping with the business’s larger
objectives. Centers of Excellence are not “ivory towers” but hard working teams coordinating
efforts to bring about change.
This white paper will discuss best practices around establishing the charter, scope, reach and
structure of your organization’s MCOE, including the development of standards and governance
to enable a framework for organizing, managing and championing your mobile solutions.
A well-structured Mobile Center of Excellence is the cornerstone of any enterprise mobile
strategy. This white paper will be just as valuable for clients large enough to require several
internal Centers of Excellence as it is for those just starting out—by reinforcing which MCOE
components are necessary and helping determine the roles and responsibilities of the new
Mobile COE. Further, in many instances, the structure, components, and reach of a Mobile COE
is quite different than that of other COEs
within the organization.
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KEY#1: CREATE
SOME DEFINITION

I

t goes without saying, you can’t govern what you don’t understand,
so the first step in building your Mobile Center of Excellence
is gaining a clear understanding of your organization’s goals,
enumerating those goals, and defining the MCOE scope that is most
appropriate for your company.
The best means of ensuring the success of your MCOE is by first
enumerating and ranking your Mobile Center of Excellence business
drivers. This step enables your team to tailor its approach and
ensures you’ll build the optimal MCOE to meet your organization’s
foremost concerns.
Assessing your organization’s mobile maturity in order to gauge its
capabilities is instrumental to a successful MCOE. Your team should
prioritize its initiatives based on the maturity of these supporting
processes—including strategy definition, information management,
IT delivery & support, policy definition, project governance, UX
standards, app architecture, development and MDM platform and
SDLC processes.
Our MCOE Kickstart assesses maturity across a full one hundred
such areas, and even provides a benchmark score and analysis
of how your business fares against your competitors.
Based on scope and maturity, the final step is to define the MCOE
mission and vision. Here, your team catalogs short-to-long term goals
and objectives, identifies critical success factors and determines the
optimal structure necessary to realize your vision.
4

Note: MCOE-building
doesn’t happen in a
vacuum.
MCOE development
should not be the sole
responsibility of a single
group or business unit.
As the reach of the MCOE
spans multiple data
sources and business
units, several teams must
collaborate or conduct
structured ideation
sessions to define MCOE
scope, goals and mission.
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KEY#2: GETTING TO “GO.”
WHY YOU NEED AN MCOE

The mission of any well-conceived Mobile Center of Excellence is to enable business
transformation through the use of mobile by ensuring consistency, control, coordination,
and communication, within and across LOBs and IT.
Further, an MCOE facilitates proactive research, engagement and compliance with
critical mobile standards, technologies and trends from ideation to implementation to
measurable impact. Adopting this actionable approach for mobile solutions eliminates
redundancy, educates employees, and streamlines business processes.
After determining the desired state of your MCOE, the next step is to understand how
to best get there. Ahead of your MCOE launch, your team must generate the materials
needed to support that launch. This includes a timeline, requirements roadmap, list of
quick wins and dependencies, and an overall plan for the design, pilot and launch of the
COE—all materials provided in our MCOE Kickstart. The ultimate goal is to arm yourself
with a robust plan for building a world-class MCOE.
The Tactical Roadmap organizes the
people, processes and technology
required to build a successful
MCOE. It provides a detailed,
phased approach, prioritizing each
critical element by business value,
organizational readiness and ease of
implementation while indicating short,
mid and long-term steps to follow
moving forward.
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Structuring your MCOE
Sample MCOE Organizational Structure
There is no one ideal MCOE
structure. Rather, the
organization of your Mobile
Center of Excellence should
be tailored to best suit
your organization’s level of
connectedness, established
standards, maturity levels,
security concerns and
overall readiness.

Sample MCOE Roles & Responsibilites
Recommended Timeline
Security

PMO

MCOE Core Roles:

CIM

· COE Lead
· Mobile Strategist

Marketing

Architecture

· Mobile App Tech Lead
· Mobile Infrastructure Tech Lead

MCOE

· Info Sec / Risk Mobile Lead

Finance

Branding

Keep it lean.
Don’t replicate existing functions

SDLC

Innovation

Testing

Lastly, a detailed, phased
Mobile Center of Excellence
project timeline means a
smooth delivery and ensures
all parties are always on the
same page.
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“Do We Really Need a Mobile COE?”
Given the proliferation of Centers of Excellence throughout your organization, the
question we hear most often is, “Do we really need another COE when we already
have a Competency Center and a Capability Center, plus several other COEs?
What’s the deal?”
The answer—at least when it comes to the mobile space—is yes. Here’s why. Unlike
other enterprise technologies, mobile is extremely disruptive. Many new standards
and policies need to be established, new processes need to be formalized, and
enthusiasm for the technology needs to be governed to avoid rogue projects
that aren’t in-line with the best interests of the company. Additionally, serious
consideration needs to given with regards to which new technologies and platforms
will be supported, and which controls will be implemented to properly secure
the entire ecosystem (particularly in the case of BYOD) to minimize risk to the
enterprise and prevent anything potentially disastrous from occurring.
On the positive side, an MCOE can be hugely valuable in facilitating
business innovation by providing a framework with which to accelerate
such innovation.

Building Out a Business Case
One of your MCOE’s first considerations will necessarily be: what platforms should
we support: iOS, Android or Windows 10? What devices should we support and
which should we build for? Do we want to build for smartphones and tablets?
Will we treat internal apps any differently than our consumer-facing apps? Will
we provision and distribute devices or should we adopt a BYOD policy and let
employees bring their own devices? Or will offer some combination of the two? And
what about mobile web?
A central governance group is essential to laying the groundwork and navigating
these sorts of decisions.
Then there’s the question of App versus Web. Should your build a native app, a
hybrid app, a web app? And how do you decide which is best?
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We’re listing out all these issues here in order to emphasize the time-saving
benefits of an MCOE. Without an MCOE, many of our clients are forced to revisit
these same questions over and over each time a new mobile project is pursued. This
is an obvious waste of time and resources. But without a central group to provide a
set of standards, there’s just no easy way to decide which approach is best without
reinventing the wheel each time.
Further, this same COE group ensures the best direction is pursued at every turn
and prevents further time and expense wasted on mobile mis-steps.

Establishing Technology Standards
In addition to all the potential confusion around platforms and devices, decisions
must also be made when it comes to selecting your organization’s technology
standards: Mobile Device Managment (MDM), Mobile Application Development
Platform (MADP), and Telecom Expense Management (TEM).
If no standards are set, these considerations can quickly spiral out of control,
leading to untethered chaos in the organization.
Despite the maturity of the
mobile environment, these remain
fast-moving markets requiring a
central governance body to keep
things under tight control. Will
your developers code in Swift,
Objective-C, or will they utilize a
Mobile Application Development
Platform (MADP)? And if so, which
one (there are only a hundred or so). Clearly, this can quickly get out of hand if not
carefully controlled. Each one offers different benefits and requires its own skillset, so it’s vitally important to nail down some standards as quickly as possible
in order to minimize any disruption of your development life-cycle. Whichever
platform you choose, be sure to pick one that will still be around next year.
Similarly, many of our client’s utilize a different MDM platform for each department
because no central authority was available to inform the organization and establish
the existing solution. Sound familiar?
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An MCOE is very well-positioned to provide direction even if your organization
is already ‘locked-into’ using several standards based on the type of development
undertaken (native, hybrid, mobile-web, etc).

Mobile Policy Considerations
In addition to the myriad technology standards, numerous decisions must be
made regarding the mobile policies used to govern the specific uses of mobile
within the organization. Such policy decisions often have a wider sphere of impact
than anticipated, including policies around internet/app/email usage, data access,
telecommunications usage, eDiscovery, security, 3rd party app usage, access
control, and device ownership.
In this last case, it is often advisable to let the existing device ownership policy
determine which devices the company builds for. Alternately, our clients frequently
arrive at policy decisions by first considering the mobile use cases they are working
to accommodate.

Mobile Ideation
While traditionally, strategic ideation falls outside the purview of a COE, when
it comes to mobile such is often not the case, as mobile ideation specifically
determines how your organization will innovate around mobile. What apps should
you build? How should they be prioritized? What features should you include?
Which ones will provide the greatest benefit? How do you know if a feature or app
idea is actually desireable?
More often than not, a Mobile COE will help your business units ideate, envision,
and prioritize app ideas, often taking the lead when it comes to mobile innovation
within and across business units—providing a framework to define and prioritize
ideas, get the juices flowing, and build excitement for the transformation.
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Additional MCOE Responsibilities
In addition to the tasks and roles discussed, the following are some further
responsibilites best handled by your Mobile COE:
Mobile Systems Development Life Cycle
(SDLC) or Rapid App Development (RAD)

Faster, incremental, smaller teams, short,
highly productive sprints, continuous testing

Mobile Testing

Must test on multiple platforms, devices,
OS versions, unique scenarios

Mobile UX Guidelines

Mobile styleguides needed: custom or native
to platform and device

Mobile Web Services

New standards required to connect mobile to
legacy enterprise systems

Mobile SDLC
Even if it’s still early in your mobile life-cycle, you probably already realize how
different a Mobile Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is from that of a
traditional application. Conflicts arise when a traditional SDLC is paired with a
mobile project. For instance, the speed of mobile development doesn’t jibe with
a traditional SDLC; things like long-running processes and huge documentation
requirements just don’t make sense when it comes to mobile development.
Mobile Testing
Even for mature testing teams, the adoption of mobile technology requires major
changes to your existing testing processes. Even before you begin, decisions must
be made around which devices, platforms and OS versions the company will test for.
What is the plan to acquire each of these devices? How will all of this testing be run?
The Mobile COE provides all of these guidelines for your testing team.
Mobile UX Guidelines
Overlooked by traditional COEs, an intuitive Mobile User Experience is finally
recognized as one of the most significant elements to influence the adoption and
ultimate success of your enterprise mobile apps. This includes standardizing your
style-guides, formulating mobile logo use and acceptable color schemes, along with
building a time-saving, reusable image library.
Oftentimes our clients must maintain two distinct app distribution vehicles: an
internal app store for employees, partners etc. (Apperian, Airwatch, etc.), and a
10
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second app store for consumers (iTunes, Google Play). Brand disruption occurs
when no oversight exists to ensure a consistent look and feel across stores. An
MCOE provides the double benefit of driving these standards while further
ensuring consistent brand identity by creating a repository to facilitate the sharing
of design assets and standards.
Mobile Web Services
One of mobile’s biggest ‘gotchas’ is its complexity in connecting to legacy enterprise
systems to securely retrieve and display data with no lag in performance. This
requires changes to the structure and standards of your existing web services.
These standards should be driven by your Mobile Center of Excellence in
conjunction with your current enterprise info management team.
In summary, the degree of newness that mobile technology introduces to
your enterprise can be overwhelming. And we haven’t even touched upon all
the additional areas where a Mobile COE can provide invaluable support and
guidance to facilitate consistency across the organization, things like mobile app
inventory, mobile help desk, version control, wireframe and prototyping standards,
governance, mobile analytics and much more.

Define Your Mobile Standards (before someone else
does)
Simply put, without a MCOE in place to define the mobile standards of your
organization, others in your company will be forced to do so. Worse yet, the
divergent sets of standards that result will never converge. Further, those
employees will struggle to establish their own standards, leaving you with
persistent redundant processes that waste valuable time and effort and may not
reflect the best interests of the company. Whether we’re talking about evaluating
development tools or making decisions about which platforms and devices to
support or which delivery methods to use, once such choices are made, it’s nearly
impossible to roll them back.
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KEY#3: BULDING YOUR
MOBILE CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

N

ow that we understand the ‘why’ of building a Mobile Center of Excellence, lets discuss how
your MCOE gets built. Here are our five top considerations for building a Mobile Center of
Excellence:

1. Define the reach of your MCOE.
While this may seem elementary, the details are essential to framing your MCOE. What are
the drivers of your MCOE? What do you want the MCOE to accomplish? Is it an IT-oriented
COE? Will it drive business decisions? Will it cover client-facing as well as internal apps? What’s
its geographic reach? Will it cover specific lines of business or should it be all-encompassing?
Making these decisions upfront, prior to actually building the COE, is essential to avoid having to
modify the MCOE down the road, even if you plan to eventually expand the center.

Security

2. Define the
MCOE type.

PMO
CIM

Marketing

Architecture

MCOE
Finance

Branding

SDLC

Innovation

Anexinet has identified three major
Mobile COE models you may use to
articulate how you want your MCOE to
function within your organization as well
as defining the depth and breadth of its
services and influence. These are the
Repository Model, the Coach Model, and
the Manager Model:

Testing
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Mobile COE Models
Anexinet has identified three Mobile COE models. Selecting a model MCOE will help
you clearly define and articulate the depth and breadth of the COE.
The Repository Model:
•

A repository of mobile best practices and information
on standards, tools and templates

The Coach Model:
•

A competency center to provide mobile expertise and
some oversight for the organization

The Manager Model:
•

Concentrates on mobile governance responsibilities and
may provide direct management of mobile projects

Repository – Coach – Manager Model
•

An internal consultancy to advise on and govern mobile
projects. Has authority to evaluate and monitor
mobile projects across business units

•

Combination of attributes associated with the
repository, coach, and manager models

The Repository Model
In our experience, most COEs utilize the Repository Model. This model MCOE acts a
repository for the latest mobile best practices, standards, tools and templates and offers
someone to consult with about such standards and practices.

The Coach Model
Another frequently-used model, the Coach-type MCOE acts as a competency center
to provide mobile expertise and oversight for the organization, assisting groups with
application development and decision-making, even if they themselves are not the ones
doing the actual work. The Coach-model MCOE is a trusted adviser that enhances overall
consistency across the organization.
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The Manager Model
The Managerial MCOE focuses on mobile
governance responsibilities and may even manage
or take on key mobile projects—those that are the
largest and most innovative and which cross several
business units. This type of MCOE champions mobile
projects, often providing case studies and example
apps to better demonstrate all the possibilities out
there.
Finally, the Repository-Coach-Manager Model
MCOE combines all of the above traits, acting as an
internal consultancy to evaluate, advise and govern
mobile projects across business units.

3. Understand your current state.
Knowing where you currently stand and being able
to predict what you will likely encounter as you build
your MCOE will save you some major headaches
down the road.
For this reason, we always recommend our clients
conduct a Current-State Maturity Assessment in
the areas most vital to the healthy functioning of
their MCOE (e.g. business side for Mobile Strategy
and envisioning). Anexinet conducts maturity
assessments across the areas of Enterprise Info
Management, IT Delivery and Support, Policy
Defining, Mobile Project Governance, UX Standards,
App Architecture, MADP, Telecom Expense
Management, and Mobile SDLC.
Knowing where you stand today will enable you to
gauge how much work remains to be done to build
your MCOE and will provide a solid overview of your
14

General Rule: Keep it Lean!
Initally, it’s best to avoid a high
head count in your MCOE. This
differs from the arrangement
of most organizational Project
Management Offices (PMO) and
Competency Centers when it
comes to Business Intelligence
or Enterprise Information
Management.
In the mobile world, we find that
the Federated (or hub and spoke)
model works best for MCOEs.
In this case, the lean COE team
manages relationships across
preexisting teams to define
how mobile will impact current
processes and to determine how
those processes will be changed
and ultimately rolled-out to the
organization.
The key roles we recommend
clients initially include in an MCOE
are as follows: a COE Lead—
someone to head the COE; a
Technical Architect to understand
all technical components across all
domains (e.g. security, enterprise
information management,
archicture, testing); a MobileSpecific Architect, and a Mobile UX
Specialist to provide UX standards
guidance and best practices. In
addition, if your MCOE is taking on
business aspects, we recommend
also including a Mobile Strategist
in the initial MCOE staff.

Note, however, that your MCOE
certainly doesn’t need a 5-person
head count right off the bat. Many
COEs we work with start off with
a one to three person headcount
and rely on the quality of their
relationships in different areas.
This team usually grows as the
Mobile COE evolves with time.
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current state maturity in these areas to help you accurately assess how much your
MCOE can take on. What’s reasonable to accomplish today versus at some time in
the future (realizing the likelihood is your COE will evolve beyond its current state)?

4. Clearly define your MCOE’s vision, mission, and
goals.
As you would with any COE, it is imperative to meet with your executive team (and
eventually with the business teams you’ll support) to discuss the MCOE’s vision,
mission, and short-and-long-term goals and objectives.
Because mobile technology changes so quickly, iterative short-term goals are often
the most beneficial approach to quickly rolling-out your MCOE. What would you
like the MCOE to ultimately become? Additionally, you should identify Critical
Success Factors (CSFs) in order to quantitatively gauge the success of your MCOE.
What Key Performance Indicators (KPI) will you use to measure the MCOE group’s
performance?
Lastly, let your mission, vision and reach determine which MCOE structure is
optimal to support your mission. However, regardless of which structure you
pursue, the following general rules apply to all MCOEs:

5. Build a COE Roadmap. Keep your time horizons
short.
When building your MCOE roadmap, first identify the tactics you need to work on
to achieve your mission. Then devise a tactical plan to accomplish it. The Anexinet
process maps-out which tactics are necessary to build out all the Key Mobile
Maturity Areas (mobile strategy, enterprise information management, testing,
mobile support) and get them up to speed by establishing the relevant processes,
building the necessary skills, choosing the appropriate technologies, etc.
Since all these steps can’t possibly be carried out simultaneously, the MCOE
Roadmap provides a prioritization process by which you can map out those steps
that have the most value to the company and will enable you to reach your mobile
15
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goals most quickly. At Anexinet, we prioritize these steps based on Value, based on
Business/Technical Readiness (how ready is the business to take this on?), based on
Level of Effort required, and based on Cost.
Conducting the roadmap process in this manner enables us to create a phased
approach to MCOE-building. Often what we see from clients is a combination of
foundational elements that must be carried out, regardless of their complexity, in
order to build-out the Mobile COE along with some quick wins—usually around
mobile projects that are already underway. Quick wins are tasks the client can carry
out immediately to populate the repository with some initial standards in order to
alleviate short term pains.

Mobile COE Roadmap
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Tactical COE Roadmap - Exmaples
Ranking
H - High
M - Medium
L - Low

Value
Organizational
Readiness
Complexity

Note: When planning your MCOE rollout, we recommend thinking in terms of months, not
years. Despite building-out countless Project Management Offices (PMO) in years’ past
using 3-year plans, when it comes to MCOEs, we most often devise year-long plans with
constant iterations and monthly to quarterly phases.
Further, after the first phase, we often find ourselves revising our late-phase estimates
based on all that has changed in mobile in the previous 3 months.
Then we reorganize and reprioritize before moving forward.
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BUILDING YOUR MCOE:
THE ANEXINET APPROACH

W

e hope these key considerations have helped you understand the importance
of establishing a Mobile COE in your enterprise (and all that goes with it).
The following describes the approach Anexinet uses in our MCOE Kickstart to help
clients develop a successful Mobile Center of Excellence.

1. Understanding the Components

18
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To ensure our clients build an MCOE that satisfies the most significant needs of
the company, we begin by exploring the organization’s business drivers to gain an
understanding for the top priorities of the firm. These drivers guide the scope and
governance reach of the MCOE.
Next, we establish some critical MCOE components, diving deeply into each. These
include Mobile Technology Direction (MADP, MDM, TEM, and Testing Tools),
Mobile Architecture guidance, Mobile Security (often falls outside the domain of
the COE but with mobile, tight integration with the security team is so essential we
recommend building one team that joins the MCOE and Security teams together),
Mobile App Portfolio (what is the client’s current app inventory? what apps are
being developed? which are being considered?), Mobile SDLC (some modification of
your existing SDLC will be required to be more appropriate for mobile).

2. Launch Phases
As discussed earlier in the MCOE Considerations section, to streamline the process
Anexinet divides the launch of your MCOE into 4 distinct phases:
I. The Planning Phase (aka: the MCOE Kickstart)
Here we compose your COE Charter, define its scope, and articulate your mission,
objectives, and Launch Plan. Depending on the size and complexity of your
organization, this phase will last 2-4 weeks.
In this phase, Anexinet’ strategists also assess your Mobile Maturity state and
provide a report card with recommendations across 100 mobile maturity areas,
including app delivery, web services & integration, network & security, business &
technical policy, MDM/MAM, and end-user support. This assessment outcome is
measured against our index of Fortune 1000 IT maturity results. Your team receives
a benchmark score and an analysis of how your business fares against Anexinet’
Index Averages for similar companies.
Lastly, we decide upon an organizational structure, devise your Requirements
Roadmap and provide a detailed design plan for the COE launch.
II. The Design Phase
19
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Since a number of teams will be interacting around the MCOE, it’s essential to
establish a Communication Plan and build out the framework for your MCOE.
This includes the selection of technology standards, rules of engagement, policies,

procedures and personnel, as well as some decisioning around technology
standards. This phase generally takes 3-6 weeks, after which you will be fully
prepared to roll-out your MCOE.
III. The Pilot
Rather than go live to the entire company all at once, we recommend focusing on
preexisting projects or on projects that were close to launching as
a means of piloting the MCOE.
IV. Steady State
Once your MCOE strategy and policies have been validated through this trial run
it makes sense to take the MCOE into a steady operations state that functions
throughout the organization, as defined by its scope and reach.
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Summary
Thanks to Anexinet’ deep experience with this process, having helped countless
enterprises across all industry verticals build their Mobile
Centers of Excellence, we have amassed a huge catalog of templates and best
practices for each of these phases to ensure you’re able to get going as quickly as
possible. Some of these templates are available for free at the Resources section at
www.anexinet.com so don’t hesitate to download now.
Remember, the quicker your company can get its Mobile Center of Excellence up
and running, the faster your employees can realize all the benefits. Frankly, they’ll
all be relieved they no longer have to worry about making all those decisions on
their own. Meanwhile, you’ll enjoy the elimination of wasted time and redundant
effort along with the greater consistency you’ll achieve throughout the organization
on each and every enterprise mobile project moving forward.

Where to from here?
Anexinet creates mobile strategies and world-class apps for the Enterprise.
We work with customers to develop their strategies for mobile technology use, and
help organizations down this path by building game-changing apps that redefine
how they engage with customers and employees. At our core, we help our clients
leverage mobile technology to simplify their processes, tools, and data for more
elegant, productive communication with customers,
partners, and employees.
For more information on building your Mobile Center of Excellence, please check
out www.anexinet.com for resources, articles, webinars, and much more. And if
you want to learn more about our Mobile Center of Excellence Kickstart, please
contact us at info@anexinet.com to setup a free consultation with one of our mobile
strategists.
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DON’T DELAY
KICKSTART YOUR MOBILE
STRATEGY
Thanks for reading our whitepaper.
And be sure to take advantage of this limited-time offer
for a FREE 30-minute Strategy Consultation.
Get yours now!
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